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My grandmother (Baba as we call her in our
family) grew up in a small village on Pinsk in what
is now Belarus. Her mother was from Siberia, one
of the birthplaces of shamanism. As a child, my
grandmother was taught the folk magic of her
country folk. I was raised by my Baba, who at 92
is still a fun-loving old lady. When I was a child,
she taught me much about Slavic witchcraft,
including divining with wax and playing cards,
removing curses, dream interpretation, and so
much more.
The term “Slavic” describes a large branch of
Indo-European countries, including
Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus (East Slavic),
Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia (West Slavic),
and Bulgaria, Serbia, Croatia, Macedonia, and
Slovenia. As you can imagine, Slavic witchcraft is
a vast wealth of knowledge!
As with most places, witchcraft was suppressed
in Slavic countries by the Orthodox Church
in the early years and was later suppressed by
communism; however, it was still practiced, albeit
hidden amongst the peasants in the rural farming
communities. The traditions that have survived
with the Neopagan movement are some of the
oldest forms of magic—healing and divination.
In most Slavic Pagan faiths, a witch must possess
the ability to astral travel and to enter trance-like
states easily. There is some belief that those who
can do such, may have ancient lineage of witch

blood via the Rudover, an ancient priesthood
that went underground during the rise of
Christianity.
Slavic witchcraft is practiced with three
principles and three forces that are observed
by all witches: Prav, Yav, and Nav.
• Prav represents the laws governing the world.
• Yav is the material world where we are right
now.
• Nav is the immaterial world, the world of the
dead.
The three forces are Um, Život, and Rod.
• The Um is sense of self awareness.
• The Život is the life-force energy.
• The Rod is the gateway between the heavens
and the earth.
These all must be adhered to in order for the
witch to gain a clear perspective and clear
understanding of the spirits they wish to
communicate with. The witch must approach
the god/desses and spirits with pure truth.
Like most modern witchcraft practices, this
means being skyclad (nude). By being nude,
the witch is exposing all that they are with

